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1 Introduction
AudioCodes Meeting Insights is an AI-powered enterprise solution that enables users to record
any meeting-generated content (audio and video), and automatically creates meeting minutes
for Microsoft Teams meetings.

Meeting Insights records, transcribes, and organizes all aspects of online meetings. It provides a
centralized company platform for all meetings, webinars and conference calls, making them
easily shareable across the organization. It shifts the focus from individual access to meeting
content, to a company-wide approach, aiding informed decision-making.

During the meeting, Meeting Insights' in-meeting voice assistant 'MIA' logs all notes, action
items, decisions, and a summary, while allowing you to highlight specific areas in the meeting
with one click so that you can easily locate them after the meeting. Meeting Insights provides
regular recording options, enabling you to pause and resume recording anytime during the
meeting.

Once the meeting recording has ended, you can use Meeting Insights' feature-rich and flexible
web- based management tool to manage and edit the meeting recording. This includes
publishing and sharing the meeting recording so that all participants and optionally, all or
specific contacts in your organization, can also view it even if they weren't present (or invited),
and editing the slide presentation (add, replace, or delete slides).

For more information about Meeting Insights, see AudioCodes' website.

Intended Audience
This guide is intended for the admin of the enterprise | organization.
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2 Pre-Deployment Requirements
Before deploying Meeting Insights, customers must provide:

■ Customer’s domain name

■ Emails of customer contact point for the deployment status

■ UPNs of default administrator for the initial access to the application

■ Preferable region for recording storing (when a region is unavailable in Azure Cloud, a
default region will be selected)
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3 Signing in
Meeting Insights enables you to sign in as admin. Admin can perform management tasks which
regular users cannot. Up to five admins are allowed.

● Default admin is added when the customer application is created.
● Default admin receives an email when the app is ready for sign-in.

➢ To sign in as admin:

1. Access the app at URL xxx.yyy.com provided by AudioCodes in the email (as shown in the
Live Cloud Meeting Insights for Service Providers Administrator's Guide) and paste it into
your browser’s address field.

2. Click Login with Microsoft 365 and then sign in with the default admin's UPN.

3. You've successfully signed in. Next: Connect to Microsoft 365 as shown here.
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4 Setting up Meeting Insights
Follow the three steps described here to set up Meeting Insights.

➢ To set up the app:

1. Configure an Azure Active Directory (AAD) group for Meeting Insights users as shown here.

2. Connect to your Microsoft 365 as shown here.

3. Assign a Meeting Insights license to your users group as shown here.

After setting up Meeting Insights, test the setup as shown here.

Connecting to Microsoft 365
Connecting to Microsoft 365 requires admin to:

1. Grant three consents

2. Publish the Meeting Insights Teams client app in the Teams Store

3. Download and run the script that allows the app to be added to ongoing meetings

➢ To connect to Microsoft 365:

1. After signing in, the 'Connect to your M365' page is displayed (Admin Settings > System
Settings).
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● Under the 'Completed' column, the icons indicate consent has not been
granted yet and must be granted.

● The first consent is hyper linked indicating that this consent must be granted first.
● Microsoft 365 Administrator permissions are required to grant each

consent.

2. Next to ‘M365 Login’, click Grant Admin Consent.

3. Click + Use another account and in the prompts, enter the admin's email address and
password.
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● The consent provides the app with permission to authenticate users with your
M365 credentials; the app reroutes users to M365 for authentication (Azure
Active Directory authentication - Microsoft OpenID Connect).

● M365 Administrator permissions are required to grant the consent.

4. Click Accept.

5. View the icon under the 'Completed' column. It indicates you successfully granted
consent (consent was successfully completed from this page for 'M365 Login'). You've
successfully provided the app permission to authenticate users with your M365 credentials;
the app reroutes users to M365 for authentication (Azure Active Directory authentication -
Microsoft OpenID Connect).

● Even if consent is later revoked, the icon stays green.
● The next consent down now becomes hyper linked for you to grant (Read AAD

Groups and Users).
● Microsoft 365 Administrator permissions are required to grant each

consent.

6. Next to ‘Read Azure AD Groups & Users’, click Grant Admin Consent.
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This consent provides the app with permission to read AAD groups and users, and
permission for groups' users to access the app and record.

7. Click Accept.

8. Next to the consent ‘Allow Meeting Insights to Join Meetings’, click Grant Admin Consent.
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9. Click Next and then Accept.

The consent provides the app with permission to join your Tenant's Teams meetings
to record calls' info and media.
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10. Click Publish next to 'Publish Meeting Insights Teams Client App in your Teams Store' to
publish the app in your Teams store using M365 Administrator permissions.

11. Consent on behalf of your organization and click Accept.

● Alternatively, publish via the 'Tools' page as shown here.
● In the store, you can set policies for installing and automatically pinning the app

for specific groups or users.
● The consent adds the app to users' Teams Clients for access and adding it into

ongoing meetings.
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In addition to the icon under the 'Completed' column indicating you successfully
granted consent (consent was successfully completed from this page for 'Publishing
Meeting Insights Teams Client App in your Teams Store'), the notification Application
published in your Teams store successfully is displayed.

12. [Recommended] Install and pin the application for Meeting Insights users as shown here.

13. Next to the consent ‘Allow Meeting Insights to be Added to Ongoing Meetings’, click
Download Script; the 'policyScript' file is downloaded to your PC.

● PowerShell must be installed on the PC and the PC must have an
unrestricted execution policy for the Microsoft 365 admin to run the
downloaded script.

● Before running the downloaded script file, unblock it as the OS may block it. To
unblock it, right-click the file and select Properties. If you're using Windows 11,
first click Show more options to see the Properties option in the context menu.
Select theGeneral tab and check the Unblock option located lowermost under
the 'Security' section.

● Run the script from the PC using PowerShell, with a 'Bypass' execution policy.
● The execution policy must be as follows:

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy Bypass -Scope LocalMachine
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a. Right-click the file and select Run with PowerShell.

b. Click Open. PowerShell opens.

c. [Note that this screen is not always displayed after changing the execution policy the
first time]. Type in A (Yes to All) and enter.
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d. Type in Y (Yes) if the prompt below is displayed (it isn't always displayed), and enter.

e. Press Enter to continue...

You've successfully provided the Meeting Insights Teams client app with permissions to
be pulled into ongoing meetings through Online Meeting Global Application access. It
may take up to 30 minutes for the permissions to take effect. The M365 admin must
run the downloaded script from a PC that has PowerShell installed and unrestricted
execution policy.

You've successfully connected to Microsoft 365.

Next: Assign licenses to Meeting Insights users as shown here.

Assigning a Meeting Insights License to Users
The License Management page enables the enterprise admin to assign a Meeting Insights
license to a group of users.
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Prerequisite
Before assigning a license, define a group of users in Azure Active Directory (AAD)
for those users who’ll be using Meeting Insights.

➢ To define a group of users in AAD:

1. Sign in from here to Microsoft Azure portal with your admin credentials.

2. Locate the Groups | All Groups page and click New group.

3. [Strongly recommended] Define the group name asMeeting Insights Users.

4. Select members (i.e., users or groups) to assign to the group.
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5. View the group details in Microsoft Azure portal.

➢ To assign a license to the group:

1. In Meeting Insights, click the License Management menu.
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2. In the 'Search for a group in AAD' field, enter the first letters of the name of the group you
defined in the previous procedure; the field is auto-populated, i.e.,Meeting Insights Users
(5). Wait a few seconds for AAD to populate the field.

3. Leave the 'User Profile' field at its default, i.e., Default User Profile (System), permitting
users to access Meeting Insights and to record meetings. [See more information about User
Profiles here].

4. Click Add Group; a Meeting Insights license is assigned to the group; the users in the group
can go ahead and use the app.
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5. View the license assignment displayed uppermost in the License Management page. In the
example shown in the preceding figure:

● Total User Licenses: 50

● Assigned User Licenses: 5

● Available User Licenses: 45

6. [Optionally] View this information as well as usage on the Dashboard (Licenses
Consumption) page.

In the example shown in the preceding figure, a license to a group of five Meeting
Insights users was assigned, 0 meetings were recorded in the last 7 days and 0
meetings were held in total.

Synchronizing Meeting Insights Users with AAD
After configuring in Azure Active Directory a group of users that will have access to Meeting
Insights and after assigning a license to the group, synchronize Meeting Insights users with AAD
using the License Management page.

Exceeding User Licenses’ and the toggle shown in figure are displayed when the
customer is allowed to exceed the purchased number of users.
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Two modes of syncing Meeting Insights users with AAD are available:

■ Automatic. When Meeting Insights has been allowed to exceed user numbers, the License
Management page displays a toggle at the top of the page Automatic Synchronization
from AAD that allows the admin to enable the app to automatically synchronize with users
from AAD in the background. Note that a change in Azure AD can take up to five minutes to
propagate into Meeting Insights but in some (rare) scenarios it can take up to 10 minutes
due to internal processing of the Meeting Insights service.

■ Manual. Admin can manually synchronizes users from AAD when Automatic
Synchronization from AAD is OFF by clicking the Sync and Apply button in the License
Management page. Changes in AAD will not be reflected in Meeting Insights until admin
clicks the Sync and Apply button.

See Automatic Synchronization from AAD is ON

See Automatic Synchronization from AAD is OFF

Switching Auto Synch ON|OFF

The License Management page displays the 'Automatic synchronization from AAD'
toggle only if the customer is allowed to exceed the purchased number of users. See
here for more information.

➢ To switch on 'Automatic synchronization from AAD':

1. Create a group in AAD and then in the License Management page, locate it, assign it a User
Profile from the drop-down, and then click Add Group; the group is added to the page.

2. Click the 'Automatic synchronization from AAD is OFF' toggle; you're prompted 'Are you
sure you want to enable Automatic Synchronization from AAD?'

3. Click YES I'M SURE; 'Automatic synchronization from AAD' is switched ON.

The system immediately synchronizes users from mapped groups and continues
synchronization in the background.

4. Click the x in the upper right corner to close notifications.

Automatic Synchronization from AAD is ON

The License Management page displays the 'Automatic synchronization from AAD'
toggle only if the tenant is allowed to exceed the purchased number of users. See
here for more details.

When 'Automatic synchronization from AAD' is displayed in the License Management page and
is switched ON:
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1. Locate a group that you created in AAD, assign the group a User Profile from the drop-
down, and then click Add Group; the group is added to the page and the Apply button is
activated.

● Only Apply is displayed because synchronization with AAD is automatically
performed in the background.

● Sync and Apply is displayed when the toggle is not displayed and isOFF as
described here.

2. Click the Apply button; you're notified how many new users are assigned with the license
and how many users exceed the number of available licenses; you're also reminded that if a
change is made in an AAD group mapped to the application, you need to click the Sync and
Apply button for the change to take effect in Meeting Insights.

3. Click the x in the upper right corner to close each notification.

Automatic Synchronization from AAD is OFF

● A new tenant that is allowed to exceed licenses is deployed with 'Automatic
Synchronization from AAD' switched toON.

● The 'License Management' page displays the toggle and 'Exceeding User
Licenses’ only if the customer is allowed to exceed the purchased number of
users. See related information here.

When the 'Automatic synchronization from AAD' toggle is not displayed in the License
Management page -OR- when it's displayed but is switched OFF:

1. Locate a group you created in AAD, assign it a User Profile and then click Add Group; the
group is added to the page and the Sync and Apply button is activated.

● Sync and Apply is displayed when the toggle is not displayed or when it is
displayed but isOFF; synchronization with AAD is performed manually.

● Apply is displayed when the toggle is displayed and isON; synchronization with
AAD is automatically performed in the background.

2. Click the Sync and Apply button; you're notified how many new users have been assigned
the license | by how many users the number of available licenses has been exceeded. You
may also be notified that if you make a change in an AAD group mapped to Meeting
Insights, you need to click Sync and Apply for the change to take effect in the app.

Each time Sync and Apply is used, Meeting Insights also syncs all mapped groups
from Azure AD.

3. Click the x in the upper right corner to close notifications.
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Managing Users Assigned to Multiple AAD Groups

In multifaceted corporations users are frequently assigned to multiple AAD user groups. It's
recommended to create AAD groups explicitly for Meeting Insights, for setting permissions in
Meeting Insights, and to add users or user groups to these Meeting Insights groups if necessary,
for example:

■ 'Meeting Insights Users'

■ 'Meeting Insights Users with External Share'

Corporations can typically have more than 1000 user groups, so by way of example, you can
create the following user groups:

■ 'Meeting Insights Users' - all users/groups that should have access/license to Meeting
Insights

■ 'Meeting Insights Users with External Share' - all users/groups that should have permissions
to share meetings externally

■ 'Meeting Insights Users with Auto AI' - all users/groups that should have Auto AI enabled

➢ To manage user(s) assigned to multiple AAD groups:

1. Locate a group that you created in AAD, assign the group a User Profile from the drop-
down, and then click Add Group.

2. View a notification if user(s) are assigned to multiple AAD groups.

Recommended
● Read the notification.
● If users are assigned to multiple AAD groups, each associated with different User

Profiles having varying storage or retention settings, the longest retention policy
will be applied, and storage locations may be assigned arbitrarily.

● Make sure every user belongs to a single AAD group mapped to Meeting
Insights.

3. Click the link See full list of users >
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4. View the users in the groups, which groups apply, and the assigned User Profiles.

Recommended
● Read notifications if displayed.
● Make sure every user belongs to a single AAD group mapped to Meeting

Insights.
● Meeting Insights doesn't prevent the option of a user being in multiple groups but

when the 'Meeting Recordings Retention Period' field (see the figure below) is
different between one and another, the period that is longer is applied by default.

● For example: If a user in a group has a 'Meeting Recordings Retention Period' of
one year but the same user has a period of two years in another group (two
different User Profiles assigned to each group), Meeting Insights gives the user a
two-year Retention Period.
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Using Notifications to Manage Licenses

Admin can use notifications displayed in the License Management page to manage licenses
more efficiently.

➢ To use notifications to manage licenses:

1. Click the bell icon located in the top right corner of the page.

● Notifications generated during the last admin login are displayed under the bell.
● To view all notifications, click the System Activity Logs option under the

'Monitoring' menu.
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In the preceding figure, the first notification shown under Recent Activities indicates
that the same user is found in two user groups with two different user profiles | two
different Retention Policies, as described here.

2. Scroll down in the (Recent Activities) pane until you view the See All System Activity Logs
link, and then click the link.
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● The System Activity Log page enables admins to view all system activities such
as when the license count changes. For more information about the System
Activity Log page, see here.

● When 'Automatic synchronization from AAD' is ON, notifications not displayed in
the License Management page are displayed in the System Activity Log. The
system updates itself from AAD without user actions, i.e., the updates occur
automatically in the background, without the user logging in.

● If admin adds a user to a mapped group on the AAD and 'Automatic
Synchronization from AAD' is ON, the user is automatically added to the Meeting
Insights group. In the License Management page, no notification is displayed.
The System Activity Log displays the notification 1 new users were assigned
with the license.

● When 'Automatic Synchronization from AAD' is OFF, notifications (about a Sync
and Apply action, for example) are displayed in the License Management page.
The icon and the notification in the figure below indicate that a mapped AAD
group is not in sync with Meeting Insights. The activated Sync and Apply button
also indicates there's a need to synchronize.

■ View in the License Management page the following notification that is displayed when
adding a user group, if the number of users in the group exceeds the number of available
licenses:
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■ The figure below shows the License Management page before a user group is added whose
number of users exceeds the number of available licenses.

■ The figure below shows the License Management page after a user group is added whose
number of users exceeds the number of available licenses.
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The user group will not be added and the Sync and Apply button will not be
activated.

■ If this notification is received after you add a user to a user group in AAD that already exists
in Meeting Insights, the user will not be added because of an insufficient number of
licenses. Synchronization will not be allowed until the conflict is resolved. The user will not
be added until licenses are made available or new licenses are added. Meeting Insights
won't allow any operation to occur - not even (for example) editing other user groups
associated with different user profiles. The Sync and Apply button in the License
Management page will be deactivated.

Switching from Admin to User Mode, and Back
Admin can optionally switch from Admin Mode to User Mode, and then back to Admin Mode.

● located in the lowermost left corner of the page indicates you
signed in as admin.

● The 'Admin Settings' menu bar also indicates you signed in as admin.
● Default admin must be a user who is logged in to the system (see here for related

information).

➢ To switch to user view:

■ Click ; the link is deactivated and the user view is displayed. The figure below
shows no meetings displayed following deployment.
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➢ To switch back to admin mode:

■ Click ; admin view is displayed and the link is reactivated.
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5 Testing your Meeting Insights App
After setting up Meeting Insights, best practice is to test the app with one of the users that is in
the Meeting Insights group.

➢ To test the app:

1. Click the Teams web app link.

2. Enter the user's Teams client username.

3. Click Next.
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4. Enter the user's Teams client password and click Sign in.

5. Click the account of the user.
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6. In the Teams web app, click the ... option in the left menu bar. In the 'Search for apps' field,
enter Meeting Insights.

7. Select theMeeting Insights app and click the Add button next to it; Meeting Insights is
added to the Teams client.

8. Right-click the newly added Meeting Insights icon in the left menu bar.

9. From the popup, select Pin.

The user has not used Meeting Insights before so no meeting recordings are displayed.
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10. Click the Calendar icon and in the Calendar, clickMeet Now.

● The preceding figure shows the setup for an ad hoc meeting, i.e., without
scheduling. Go to +Apps and selectMeeting Insights; make sure that Meeting
Insights Assistant (MIA) joins and that there's aMeeting Insights tab at the top
of the screen.

● The instructions below describe testing a scheduled meeting, with MIA joining in.
● At the end of an ad hoc meeting or a scheduled meeting, go to 'List View' to play

the recording. Note that it takes time for Meeting Insights to process a meeting
but the video recording can be viewed and the audio can be played almost
immediately.

11. Schedule a meeting for at least five minutes before a start time to allow MIA to join. Add
MIA to the invitees' list using its email address (xx.mia@meetinginsights.com). Meeting
Insights will join two minutes before the meeting.

12. Click Start Meeting. You've successfully tested the new user's ability to start a meeting and
record it. Make sure the Meeting Insights app icon is displayed at the top of the meeting
window and that MIA is one of the participants.
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6 Recording Teams Live Events or Webinars

➢ To record Teams Live Events or Webinars:

■ Make sure to add the Meeting Insights Assistant (MIA) email address to the invitation or
forward the invitation to MIA.

MIA can’t be added as a presenter | producer.
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7 Configuring System Settings
Regular users cannot perform management tasks. Only enterprise admins can. After logging in
as admin, view 'Admin Settings' displayed.

Tools
Two supplementary apps are provided by AudioCodes as installation additions:

■ Meeting Insights Teams add-on provided by AudioCodes for accessing the portal from
within the Teams client.

■ Meeting Insights Outlook add-on provided by AudioCodes to make scheduling of recorded
meetings easier | meetings with MIA.

The Tools page enables admins to add the Meeting Insights app to the Teams client and/or to
Outlook.

➢ To add the app to Teams client| Outlook:

1. Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Tools option.
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2. (Optionally) Add the Meeting Insights app to users':

● Teams client - go here

● Outlook - go here

Adding Meeting Insights to Teams Client

The Tools page enables the admin to add the Meeting Insights app to Teams users’ Teams
clients.

This step is usually performed during the initial setup in the 'Connect to your M365'
page as shown here (last step).

➢ To add the Meeting Insights app:

1. Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Tools option.

2. Under 'Meeting Insights Teams Client Application' either:

● Click Recommended Option and then click Publish in your Teams Store

-OR-

● Manually add the Meeting Insights app to the Teams client:

i. Download the app package.

ii. Add it manually to the Teams store; the app is allocated a catalog ID.

iii. ClickManual Option.
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iv. Enter the 'Catalog ID' and then click Submit.

Alternatively, add the app during the initial setup in the 'Connect to your M365' page
as shown here (last step).

Adding App to Organization's Teams Store via TAC

This section describes how to add the Meeting Insights app to your organization's Microsoft
Teams Store via Microsoft's Teams admin center (TAC).

➢ To add Meeting Insights app to Teams store via Teams admin center:

1. Sign in to your organization's Teams admin center with your Office 365 admin account.

2. If the Teams store has the previous version of Meeting Insights Teams app, you need to
remove it:

a. From the left navigation menu, navigate to Teams apps >Manage apps.

b. Search for the Meeting Insights app, and then from Actions drop-down menu, choose
Delete:
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3. Upload the installation file for the Meeting Insights Teams app:

a. From the left navigation menu, navigate to Teams apps >Manage apps, and then click
Upload:

b. In the displayed dialog box, click Select a file, and then browse to and select the
Meeting Insights Teams app installation file (TeamsApp.zip) that you received from
AudioCodes.

4. Provide AudioCodes with the app ID:

a. From the left navigation menu, navigate to Teams apps >Manage apps.

b. Locate the newly installed Meeting Insights Teams app in the list of apps, and then
select it.

c. Under the About tab, copy the 'App ID' field value:
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d. Enter the app ID in the 'Catalog ID' field in Meeting Insights' Tools page as shown here.

5. Pin the Meeting Insights app to the Teams client navigation bar:

In the Teams client left navigation bar, click the 3-dot (…) button, and then choose the
newly installed Meeting Insights app; a Meeting Insights icon is added to the navigation
bar:

Admins are recommended to add and pin Meeting Insights Teams app to the whole
organization or to user group(s) that will be using the application. See here for more
information.
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Add and Pin Meeting Insights Teams App to the Entire Organization or to User Group(s)

Admins are recommended to add and pin the Meeting Insights Teams app to the whole
organization or to user group(s) that will be using the app.

➢ To add and pin the Meeting Insights Teams app to the whole organization or to user
group(s):

1. Open Microsoft Teams admin center (TAC) and add to the organizational policy or create a
new policy and assign it to the users or groups.

2. Add Meeting Insights Teams app to the installed apps and to the pinned apps
(recommended) so that it'll be displayed for users by default.
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3. To apply to a group, create a separate policy, add the Meeting Insights Teams app to the
installed and pinned apps, and then assign group(s) as shown below.

4. To assign to a group, click Group policy assignment under the setup policy option.

5. To assign groups, click Apply.

Adding Meeting Insights to Outlook

The Tools page enables the admin to add the Meeting Insights app to Teams users’ Outlook as
an add-on to create Teams meetings with MIA.

➢ To add the Meeting Insights app:

1. Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Tools option.
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2. [Optionally] Enter an Outlook add-on disclaimer and then click Save.

3. Click Download App.

4. To install the app, run it on the user's PC and restart Outlook after installation is complete.

Storage
Azure Blob Storage is used for media recordings (audio, desktop sharing, images, etc.). Meeting
Insights shows storage consumption in the Storage page under the Consumed column.

● The Consumed column is for Locally-Redundant Storage (LRS) and for Geo-
Redundant Storage (GRS). GRS is currently not supported.

● The Available Storage column is for GRS only. Note that Meeting Insights
doesn’t limit storage.

● The Storage Left column is related to GRS only.

The Name column depicts the region in which the LRS is located. For example, 'Canada LRS' or
'Germany LRS'. The default storage is LRS.

➢ To manage storage:

■ Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Storage option.
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The Bring Your Own Blob Storage feature will be released in a future version.

Tags
Tags can be added to meeting recordings to make it easier to search for specific information in
them.

➢ To define a tag:

1. Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Tags option.
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2. Point you mouse over the All Tags bar and then click the icon.

3. In the field , enter a tag name and then enter.

4. Select Add Alias from the menu.

Two categorical levels of ‘alias’ can be added under the tag. These categorical levels
facilitate organizing your corporate meetings around subject matter (for example,
around products).

5. Optionally select the delete icon or edit icon to facilitate building meeting junctures.

Devices
Admins must define a conference room device for Meeting Insights to identify speakers
participating physically in the room with the device, else their voice will be attributed to the
room.
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Admins must define a device if for example the phone in a meeting room is a Common Area
Phone (CAP), unassociated with any specific user, and the attendees in the meeting want to
perform recording management. If a call comes in on the phone and the device is unassociated
with a user, recording management with Meeting Insights will not be possible. Defining an
email address is sufficient to associate the phone with a specific user to make recording
management possible.

➢ To configure a device:

1. Under the ‘System Settings’ menu, click the Devices option.

2. Enter the device email and click Add.

3. Enter the device user’s email and click Add.

If a call comes in on a CAP located in a conference room around which a number of
attendees are sitting and the device is unassociated with any specific user, recording
management with Meeting Insights will not be possible. Defining an email address is
sufficient to associate the phone with a specific user to make recording management
possible.

Note that Meeting Insights applies speaker detection on the device by using the email
addresses of all attendees in the meeting, i.e., the invited users voiceprint, if available, is
used for device speaker detection.
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8 Configuring User Settings
Admin can configure the following user settings:

■ User Profiles

■ Admin Profiles

■ Licensed Users

■ Unlicensed Users

■ Email Notifications

User Profiles
Only users assigned with a license are able to access Meeting Insights or record meetings
according to their profile. The remaining users who are not assigned licenses but participated in
a meeting will not have access to Meeting Insights. Meeting Insights caches their info in order
to present them in meeting info to the licensed users.

See also ‘Unlicensed Users’ page in which admin can view the info collected and if necessary
remove. Users who had a license but were unassigned from their license will also be displayed
in this page.

Three profiles are provided:

■ Default User Profile (System). This profile is a default profile that includes user access to
their meetings.

■ External Restricted Share (System). This profile enables access to user meetings and
restricted external share.

■ External All Share (System). This profile enables access to user meetings and both
restricted and with a link share with external parties.

You cannot delete a profile while it is assigned to an AAD group. You must assign the
group to another profile before you can delete the profile.

➢ To configure a user profile:

1. Under the ‘User Settings’ menu, click the User Profiles option.

2. View the three default profiles.
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● The figure above shows theMeeting Insights Users (5) user group assigned
with Default User Profile (System), which you did in step 3 when assigning a
license shown here.

● The figure below shows no groups assigned. To assign a group to a user profile,
see step 3 when assigning a license shown here.

3. Click + New Profile to add another (customized) user profile to the three that are already
available.

4. Configure the fields using the table below as reference.

Field Description

User Profile
Name

Enter an intuitive name for effective management later

Description Enter a description of the profile for effective management later

Meeting
Recording

When enabled, users in the groups assigned to the profile will be able to
record the meetings they organize (they must be the meeting
organizer).

Permissions
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Field Description

Access User
Meetings

Always enabled, this option is used for user access to their meetings. It
cannot be disabled. The option is grayed out to indicate that the user
always has access to meetings they organized or participated in and to
meetings that were shared with them. This option is always enabled
and can’t disabled.

External
Restricted
Share

Enable this setting to allow the user to share meeting recordings with
external parties who participated in the meetings. To access a meeting
recording, external parties will go through their email verification and
code access process.

External Share
with a Link

Enable this setting to allow sharing the meeting recording with a link;
anybody with the link will be able to access the recording.

Premium
Transcription

The ‘Premium Transcription’ option applies only to Hebrew speakers
and will mostly be unavailable. It’s controllable at the tenant level.
Contact your Service Provider if you are interested in this option.

Can Edit Other
Users Meetings

People whose 'Auto Can Edit' setting is activated get the 'Can Edit'
permission automatically prior to the meeting, i.e., this permission gives
them the same level of control of the meeting as the owner, making
them a co-owner. They can view, edit, etc. (just like owner of the
meeting). It’s the same permission that's available when ‘Can View’ is
changed to ‘Can Edit’ through the meeting side panel or meeting
sharing options.

User Meetings MIA will record meetings of users assigned to the profile when it is
invited to the meeting and the user is the meeting organizer.

Import Meeting
Recordings

Select or clear this option to give or deny the user permission ('On' or
'Off') to import meeting recordings into Meeting Insights.

Select Storage By default, only one storage is available, with no option to select
another; customers only see the system storage allocated to them, for
example, Canada LRS. When more than one storage becomes available
in a future version release, the option to select will become available,
otherwise only storage location and type are displayed. When Bring
Your Own Blob Storage (BYOS) will be added in a future version release,
it will be selectable, with BYOS meeting recordings' media (files, audio,
desktop sharing, images...) stored in the storage hosted by the
customer, in the customer's control.

Meeting
Recordings
Retention

Select how long video meeting recordings will be retained for (i.e., for
how many days recordings will be kept in storage); if the set limit is
exceeded, recordings will be deleted.
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Field Description

Period ■ Unlimited (default): Recordings will never be deleted. Admins must
practice caution because the storage location will eventually reach
full capacity.

■ 180 Days

■ 1 Year (365 Days)

■ 2 Years (730 Days)

■ 3 Years (1095 Days)

■ Custom

Once a day, Meeting Insights deletes recordings that exceed the
retention period.

Allow Users to
Extend
Recordings
Retention

Allows users to overwrite the retention period by setting the meetings
to not be deleted. In this case, the meeting will not be deleted as part of
the retention period. It can be deleted manually when needed.

5. Click Apply. You can assign a user group to this user profile as shown here in step 3 (when
assigning a license).

Admin Profiles
You can configure admin profiles.

The number of admins is limited to five by default. If more are needed, you can
request your Service Provider.

➢ To configure an admin profile:

1. Under the ‘User Settings’ menu, click the Admin Profiles option.

2. Enter the email address of the admin to add and then click Add.
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● Added email address(es) are of admins who will be the default admins.
● Default admins have full access privileges; they can access all Meeting Insights

pages and do and see everything.
● If you lose access or the default admin account is unavailable or deleted, contact

the Service Provider to reset the admin account by setting the account you
provide.

Licensed Users
The Licensed Users page enables admin to view all licensed users in the system and their
permissions. The page also enables admin to assign representatives for users in case a user will
need another user to have full access to their recordings. If the employee will leave the
company, for example, the assigned representative will have owner access to the departing
employee's meeting recordings.

➢ To manage licensed users:

1. Under the ‘User Settings’ menu, click the Licensed Users option.

2. Select a single licensed user -OR- select multiple licensed users -OR- check the box next to
the NAME column to select all licensed users.

3. Point your mouse over a permission icon, e.g., the Admin Permission icon or the Recording
Notification icon; a tooltip pops up identifying the icon.

4. Under the permission icon you require, click and from the popup, select ALL, Enabled
or Disabled.

5. [Optionally] Add Representatives: Click the icon adjacent to the user to whom to add a
representative.

6. Enter in the 'Search' field the name of the user to add as representative.
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Only a licensed user can be added as a representative of another user.

7. Check the box and then click Apply. The name of the user who you added as representative
is displayed in the REPRESENTATIVES column in the Licensed Users page.

Unlicensed Users
The Unlicensed Users page enables admin to manage all unlicensed users in the system.
Unlicensed users are users who either participated in licensed user meetings and their info such
as name and UPN are maintained in the system for presentation as part of the meetings they
participated in, or users who had a license before.

● Admin can delete these users if their info needs to be deleted.
● The user and their info will be added again if they participate in a meeting after it

is deleted.
● Deletion of a user from the page doesn’t delete their display name frommeetings.

➢ To manage unlicensed users:

1. Under the ‘User Settings’ menu, click the Unlicensed Users option.

2. (Optionally) Select all unlicensed users listed in the page by checking the box next to
'Name'; to deselect all, click the same box again.

3. Select a single unlicensed user or select multiple unlicensed users by checking the box next
to each entry; the number of unlicensed users you selected is displayed out of the total
number of unlicensed users.

4. (Optionally) Filter the page by
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● 'Name': In the Start With field under the 'Name' column, enter letters in the name.

● 'Email': In the Start With field under the 'Email' column, enter an email address.

● 'AAD OID': In the Start With field under the 'AAD OID' column, enter the OID of the
AAD user.

● 'Representatives: In the Start With field under the 'Representatives' column, enter the
name of a representative.

● 'Added Date & Time': ClickMM/DD/YY - MM/DD/YY and in the calendar that pops up,
select the start and end day of a period.

Email Notifications
Provide Meeting Insights with permissions to enable Microsoft recording notifications during
meetings in your Teams’ tenant.

➢ To manage email notifications:

1. Under the ‘User Settings’ menu, click the Email Notifications option.
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2. Configure the settings using the table below as reference.

Setting Description

Owner

AI finished: Ready or Failed Switch on | off for an email notification be sent |
not sent to users, indicating that AI Summarization is
finished and that its status is Ready | Failed.

Meeting Processing Failure email
notification

Switch on | off for an email notification to be sent |
not sent to users indicating that meeting processing
failed.

Transcription finished: Ready or
Failed

Switch on | off for a notification to be sent | not
sent to users indicating that the transcription is
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Setting Description

finished and that its status is Ready | Failed.

Weekly unpublished meetings
reminder

Switch on | off for an email notification to be sent |
not sent to users every week, reminding them about
their unpublished meetings.

Added/Removed as a
Representative for someone else

Switch on | off for a notification to be sent | not
sent to users indicating that they've been added |
removed as a representative for someone else.

Get recap email once it's ready (for
meetings not published yet) - only
for cases you are configured as
'Not AutoPublish'

Switch on | off for an email to be sent | not sent to
users indicating that a recap is ready (for
unpublished meetings). Applies only if users are
configured as 'Not AutoPublish'.

Recipient

Action item was assigned to you in
a meeting you were not invited to

Switch on | off for a notification to be sent | not
sent to users after an action item is assigned to them
in a meeting to which they were not invited.

Get meeting recap email once a
meeting is published

Switch on | off for a notification to be sent | not
sent to users indicating the meeting recording has
been published. 

Get meeting recap UPDATE email
once it is updated and sent by
owner

Switch on | off for a notification email to be sent |
not sent to users indicating that a meeting recap has
been updated by the owner.

Get a notification email once a
meeting is shared/unshared with
you

Switch on | off for a notification email to be sent |
not sent to users, indicating a meeting recording has
been shared | unshared with them.

Meeting recording is ready (Video
ready)

Switch on | off for a notification to be sent | not
sent to users indicating that the meeting recording is
ready (video ready).

Use Hebrew recap email template
if recap is in Hebrew

Switch on | off for a Hebrew recap email template
to be used if the recap is in Hebrew.
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9 AI Settings
Meeting Insights supports Artificial Intelligence features such as speech-to-text, allowing users
to convert audio recordings of meetings to textual documentation.

➢ To configure AI settings:

1. Under the ‘AI Settings’ menu, click the Transcription option.

The ‘Transcription’ option is enabled by default.

2. From the ‘Transcription Activation’ drop-down, select either:

● Meeting Owner - only the meeting owner or a user with edit permissions can activate
Transcription

● Anyone - anyone with access to the meeting can activate the Transcription

3. Under the ‘AI Settings’ menu, click the AI Insights option.
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● The AI Insights feature is enabled by default. It can be disabled if needed.
Disabling the feature is optional.

● If the AI Insights feature is disabled, admin will view the AIs of old meetings but
will not be able to trigger new.

4. From the ‘AI Activation’ drop-down, select either:

● Anyone - anyone with access to the meeting can run AI

● Meeting Owner - only the meeting owner or a user with edit permissions can run AI

5. [Optionally] Add your disclaimer and click Save.
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10 Monitoring
Two menu options are available:

■ Audit Trail

■ System Activity Log

Audit Trail
Meeting Insights features an 'Audit Trail' which logs for future reference admin and user
activities performed in Meeting Insights.

➢ To monitor the audit trail:

1. Under the 'Monitoring' menu, click the Audit Trail option.

2. [Optionally] Select an Activity filter in order to filter the page by an action users perform in
the system (Accessed, Changed, Downloaded, Added, Deleted, etc.). Other filters can also
be selected to exclude more unwanted information from the page for more effective
management. After the user profile of a user group is changed, for example, the Audit Trail
page's Activity filter enables you to determine details such as at what time the change was
made, who made it, which user group's user profile was changed, and from what profile to
what profile.
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● All logins / logouts of all users are recorded.
● The activity Deleted is also associated with the item ofMeeting deletion, so if

you select this activity, this item will also be displayed.
● The activity Downloaded is associated with items such asMeeting

Downloaded or Recap downloaded.
● There are no items associated with the activity Accessed; the activity implies

generic access to content, or else the item indicates Meeting and the subject of
the meeting.

● Items associated with the activity Added | Deleted | Changed are (for example)
Participant | ActionItem | Highlight | EditPermissions | External share, etc.; these
items will be displayed if you select this activity.

3. [Optionally] Select a Date filter. Click the calendar icon and from the popup calendar select
a month | day | year; only activities that took place on this date will be displayed in the
page (activities that did not take place on this date will be excluded).

■ [Optionally] Select a Meeting Subject filter. Enter the subject of the meeting; only activities
associated with meetings whose subject line matches the text you entered will be displayed
(activities associated with meetings whose subject line does not match the text will be
excluded).

■ [Optionally] Select a Name filter. Click the drop-down arrow and in the 'Search' field
displayed, specify the name of a user; only entries related to that user will be displayed.

More than one filter can be applied: Activity, Date, Meeting Subject and/or Name.

■ Click the Export to CSV option to export the Audit Trail in CSV format that you can easily
share with others.
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System Activity Log
The System Activity Log page enables admin to view system activities that occur either
following admin operations (license added due to admin mapping of groups or adding users), or
automatically, such as when

■ a new user is added via automatic synchronization from AAD to a user group -or-

■ a new user group is added via automatic synchronization from AAD to Meeting Insights

Logged activities can be filtered by date and time so that system activities which occurred
outside that date | time are excluded from display.

➢ To filter the System Activity Log:

1. Under the 'Monitoring' menu, click the System Activity Log option.

2. (Optionally) Select all logs by checking the box next to 'Date and Time'; to deselect all, click
the same box again.

3. Select a single log or select multiple logs by checking the box next to each log entry; the
number of logs you selected is displayed out of the total number of logs available.

4. (Optionally) Filter the page by 'Date and Time', 'Log Type' or 'Activity Type' column; click
the column header.

5. (Optionally) Filter the page by period: ClickMM/DD/YY - MM/DD/YY and in the calendar
that pops up, select the start day and the end day.

6. Under the 'Log Description' column, click the See Full List Of Users link in the row of a log.
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7. In a log, view for example how many times users were added or removed from a license
(the count).

8. (Optionally) Click the Export button in the uppermost right corner of the page and in the
format prompt, click the Export to Excel button.
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11 Integrations
The instructions here show how to integrate Microsoft Planner with Meeting Insights.

Before integrating Microsoft Planner, the logged-in user must have Meeting Insights
'admin' privileges and Azure 'tenant admin' privileges.

➢ To integrate Microsoft Planner:

1. Under the ‘Settings’ menu, click the Integrations option.

2. Enable the Send to Planner setting; you will be redirected to the following Microsoft admin
login prompt:

3. Pick an account.
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4. Click Accept; you're giving the app permission to create, read, update, and delete the
signed-in user's tasks and task lists, as indicated in the prompt; you’ll be redirected back to
the 'Settings' page; click the Integrations tab to make sure it’s enabled.

5. Use the following example of the user sending an action item to Microsoft Planner (during
a live meeting) as a reference:

6. Click the Action Itemsmenu.

7. Choose a plan and a bucket, and then click Send to Planner.
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12 Configuring Automatic Invitation of MIA to Teams
Meetings
Admins can configure automatically inviting Meeting Insights Assistant (MIA) to Teams
meetings, whether organized by a specific user or by a group of users. When the user then
schedules a Teams meeting, MIA is automatically added to the invitees list and the following
disclaimer (for example) is added to the body of every invitation:

Disclaimer: The meeting is recorded

The meeting’s organizer cannot see MIA or the disclaimer when they open the
meeting invitation on their side. All other recipients of the meeting invitation view the
disclaimer at the top of the body of the invitation.

Take the following three steps to configuring an automatic invitation of MIA to Teams
meetings:

1. Add a mail-enabled security group in Microsoft 360 admin center. See here how.

Only amail-enabled security group can be part of the mail rule.

2. Define an auto-invite rule in Exchange admin center. See here how.

3. Test the rule. See here how.

Add a Mail-Enabled Security Group
The instructions below focus on how to create a mail-enabled security group through Microsoft
365 admin center.

➢ To add a mail-enabled security group:

1. In Microsoft 365 admin center, go to Teams & groups > Active teams & groups > Security
Groups tab.
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2. In the 'Active teams & groups' page shown above, click + Add a mail-enabled security
group.

3. In the 'Set up the basics' page shown above, enterMeeting Insights Users in the 'Name'
field, enter a 'Description' to facilitate effective management later, and then click Next.
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4. In the 'Assign owners' page that opens, click + Assign owners.

5. From the list that pops up on the right side, select an owner(s) and click Add.

6. In the 'Add members' page shown above, click + Add members.

7. Select individual members to add to the group or groups, and then click Add.
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8. Make sure the members you selected were added, and then click Next.

9. In the 'Group email address' field, enter a group name, e.g., MIGroup.

10. Click Create group.
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11. Click Close. View the newly created mail-enabled security group listed in the 'Active teams
and groups' page:

Next: Configure the 'Auto-Invite' rule as shown here.

Configure an Auto-Invite Rule
After adding a mail-enabled security group as shown previously, admins can configure an 'Auto
Invite' rule from Microsoft's Exchange admin center. Configuring an Exchange rule from
Microsoft 360 admin center involves defining specific conditions, including the message being a
calendar event and containing the text 'Microsoft Teams meeting'.

➢ To configure the 'Auto Invite' rule:

1. From the list of admin centers displayed in Microsoft 365 admin center (in which you added
a mail-enabled security group), click Exchange.
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2. In Exchange admin center, navigate toMail flow > Rules.

3. In the Rules page, click + Add a rule.
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4. Set the following rule conditions using the figure above as reference:

a. Set a name for the rule, for example, Auto Invite Mia.

b. From the two Apply this rule if drop-downs, select The message properties and
include the message type respectively. Select Calendaring as the message type.

c. Click +. From the two And drop-downs, select The subject or body and subject or body
includes any of these words respectively. EnterMicrosoft Teams meeting -OR-
Microsoft Teams as the words.

d. Click +. From the two And drop-downs, select The sender and is a member of this
group respectively. Select the group you created in the previous procedure. In the
figure above, it is MIGroup@M365x97148389.onmicrosoft.com

5. Scroll down and continue setting the rule conditions using the figure below as reference:

a. From the two Do the following drop-downs, select Apply a disclaimer to the message
and prepend a disclaimer respectively.

i. For the disclaimer, define any disclaimer your organization requires, for example:
'Disclaimer: The meeting will be recorded'.

ii. Select 'Wrap' as the action to fall back to if the disclaimer can't be inserted.

b. Click +. From the two And drop-downs, select Add recipients and to the To box
respectively. Define the To box email.

c. From the two Except if drop-downs, select The message and To or Cc box contains this
person respectively. Define the person's email address.
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d. From the two Or drop-downs, select The subject or body and subject matches these
text patterns respectively. Define the text pattern ^Canceled:

6. Click Next.
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7. Set the rule settings as follows:

a. Leave 'Rule mode' at its default Enforce.

b. For the 'Severity' level drop-down, optionally leave this filter at Not specified or set it
according to your organizational requirements (to make the reports easier to use).

c. Select 'Activate this rule on' and set it to take effect immediately.

d. From the 'Match sender address in message' drop-down, select Header.

8. Click Next.
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9. Make sure all settings are configured as described until now, and then click Finish.

10. Make sure the newly configured rule ('Auto Invite Mia' in the example below) is listed in
Exchange admin center.

11. Enable the rule.
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It's recommended to enable MIA automatic invite for all users by default. Users who
don't want to record a meeting can either pause the recording or remove MIA
participants from the meeting.

Next: Test the rule as shown here.

Test the Rule

it takes up to 30 minutes for the MIA 'Auto-Invite' rule to take effect.

Admins can test the MIA 'Auto-Invite' rule to make sure it functions according to expectations.

➢ Test the MIA 'Auto-Invite' rule:

1. Log in to the admin's Teams app, open the Calendar and then click + New meeting.

2. Enter a tile for the meeting, for example, 'MIA Auto Rule - Test', and then add required
attendees.

3. Click the Send button; the rule kicks in.
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4. In Outlook, make sure the invitation arrived and that MIA was invited.
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13 Integrating Meeting Insights with Microsoft Power
BI
Meeting Insights can be integrated with Microsoft's Power Business Intelligence (BI) for
visualized business analytics (reports). The procedure described here shows how to integrate
Meeting Insights with the Power BI service.

Before integration:

■ Purchase a Power BI Pro license if you have anyMicrosoft Office 365 license other than
Microsoft Office 365 E5.

Microsoft Office 365 E5 license includes the Power BI Pro license built-in.

Note that content created with a Power BI Pro license can only be shared / consumed by users
with the same license, i.e., a Power BI Pro license.

After installing the Power BI gateway, only the same account holder that signed- in during
installation of the data gateway (the gateway attached to the signing-in account) must log in to
the organization's account. The first user to do so is assigned as the Administrator. This user can
assign additional users as administrators or users of the gateway’s output.
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14 Enabling Actionable Recap Emails
Admins can enable recipients of Action Items emails to set the status to "Done" in the email (by
clicking the DONE button) by creating a new Outlook Office provider.

➢ To create a new Outlook Office provider:

1. Go to https://aka.ms/publishoam.

2. Log in with the Teams Tenant admin that belongs to the same Tenant as the users to whom
the meeting recordings will be sent; the following appears:

3. Click New Provider; the following appears:
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4. Under the New Provider group, fill in the following fields:

● 'Friendly Name': Enter any name for the provider (e.g., "be304qf4BE").

● 'Provider Id': (Read-only) This value is automatically generated. Please provide it to
AudioCodes.

● 'Sender email address from which actionable emails will originate': Enter MIA's email
address (provided by AudioCodes) from where Action Items emails will originate.

● 'Target URLs': Enter the URL (provided by AudioCodes) that is invoked when users click
DONE in Action Items emails.

5. Under the Scope of submission group, select the Organization option.

6. Under the Additional information group, enter the email addresses of other people who
should be notified, and then type a message for this email notification.

7. Accept the terms of use, and then click Save.
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15 About Meeting Insights Data Security

Make sure security products in your network (like Firewall) don't interfere with
Meeting Insights' correct operation; add the service FQDN and IP address to the
appropriate whitelists, to be exempt from scanning and manipulation.

■ Encryption - at rest (256-bit AES) and at transit (256-bit SSL/TLS)

■ Authentication - Microsoft Azure SSO

■ Azure Open AI Data privacy - No data is used to train LLM (Azure Open AI security)

■ GDPR , CCPA, CPRA - Compliant

■ Retention policy - Automatic data retention policy per customer's configuration

■ App user activities - Audit trail of user activities

■ Development - Secured software development practices according to OWASP

■ ISO-27001 and ISO27032 - Certified

■ Data security

● Encrypted at rest (disk and storage encryption)

● Encrypted in transit, HTTPs connections

■ Platform/Hosting security

● Azure subscription following MSFT Security and Compliance recommendation

■ Application security

● Managed identity intercomponent authentication

● Imperva Incapsula – web application security, DDoS mitigation, and more

■ Authentication

● Azure Active Directory, Teams SSO
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